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After listening to the report, Lyna replied, “Alright, I’ve noted it down. You can get back to
your duties.”

Her expression changed the moment the man left. She narrowed her eyes and stared
blankly at the ground.

All of you are so old and stubborn. Do you really think you can win against me?

In her opinion, she had already made a mental note to treat those employees who did not
support her as her enemies.

“Since all of you chose this path, don’t blame me for being heartless. I am merely giving in to
your decision to court your own death,” she muttered under her breath.

With a sly smile on her face, she thought aloud, “The newbie that came today reminded me
that it is not enough to deal with Hannah alone. I must make sure Winson is safe as well
because if Leo decides to pass the business to the former, all my efforts will go down the
drain.”

After much deliberation, Lyna finally came up with a plan. Not only would it help to get rid of
the old stubborn employees, but she could also earn an edge over Winson too.

Once Winson is of age, I will let those old geezers meet with him. Then, I will claim that Leo
bribed them and ask for their accounts to be investigated. When that happens, I can force
Leo to resign and let me take over the company. Haha, Winson won’t even stand a chance to
steal the company from me by then, and I will not even feel threatened if they talk to Leo
behind my back.

“Haha! All of you deserve it, so don’t blame me,” she laughed with satisfaction.
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Thinking about the ways to deal with Winson and the employees that went against her, her
lips curled into an evil grin.

On the other hand, Hannah and Helen prepared for a pizza feast, and it was finally ready.

While the sisters and Jason loved spicy food, Fabian could not take the heat. Therefore,
Hannah specially made a double-flavoured pizza to accommodate the differing palettes.

To everyone’s discomfort, Fabian treated Hannah especially well throughout the meal. He
paid special attention to her and repeatedly fed her the pizza and sides.

His cheesy actions made Jason and Helen cringe.

Despite so, Hannah paid no attention to those two. Pretending that she had not noticed their
uneasy expressions, she enjoyed the delicious food that Fabian served her.

Similarly, Fabian took no notice of the others too. He could only see the blissful look on
Hannah’s face and could not help but break into a triumphant smile. How can an adult look
so much like a child?

Moments later, they finally finished their meal, and they sat in a circle to play poker. As it
was an unprecedented situation, Hannah thought her sister was out of her mind for
suggesting the card game. Although they had cards at home, they usually reserved them for
their guests and never touched them. Besides, Fabian was the president of the Phoenix
Group, so why would he want to hang around to play poker with them which was a waste of
time.

To her surprise, Fabian agreed to play the game with them. Prior to his response, she
noticed that Fabian seemed taken aback by Helen’s suggestion and was about to speak out.
However, the man casually replied, “Sure! I don’t mind doing anything to accompany my
wife.”

A dreamy expression appeared on Hannah’s face when she heard that line. After glancing at
Helen and Jason, she turned to Fabian and gleefully teased, “Well, your performance has
met my standards today. You won’t have to sleep on the sofa later.”
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The man chuckled as he was not expecting his wife to taunt him with what he had said.

Regardless, he played along. “Honey, does it mean that you won’t punish me tonight too?”

“Hmm, it all depends on how you behave later,” Hannah challenged.

“Oh no…”

Despite knowing that the couple was joking and doing it on purpose to Helen and him,
goosebumps appeared all over his body as he listened to their exchanges.

I came here to have some fun, but both of you ended up poking fun at me! Are you trying to
suffocate me? I can’t believe both of you are having so much fun doing it.

Mirroring his thoughts, Helen rolled her eyes and complained, “Hey lovebirds, that’s enough.
We know that both of you are heads over heels for each other, but it’s getting a bit too much.
Truth to be told, I can’t stand it anymore.”
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“Who cares if you can’t stand it? No matter what, you will still have to find a way to deal with
it.” Hannah chuckled.

It was rare for Fabian and her to spend leisure time together, and in the midst of having fun,
more than an hour flew past in a blink of an eye.

Looking down at her watch, Hannah reluctantly proposed, “Okay, should we stop here for
today? It’s getting late, and I have to go back to work.”

Thereafter, the four of them packed up. While Jason and Helen stayed in the living room to
play video games, Hannah and Fabian left for work.

Right before they left, Hannah glanced at her sister and sighed. “It is always nice to be a
student. During the holidays, you get to play as much as you want.”

Then, she shook her head and hurried to work. When she reached her office, she began
reviewing the interview questions to be used in the next few days.

However, she started yawning shortly after, and she decided to take a nap.

Thud!

To Hannah’s oblivion, Bob’s assistant had pushed open her office door.

She awkwardly stood in the corner when she saw Hannah sleeping peacefully. As she
contemplated if she should wake the sleeping figure up.

Hannah even started snoring.
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Ahem! The assistant stared at Hannah in disbelief. Not only did she not notice my arrival,
but she also continued to sleep more soundly than before. This is ridiculous!

Oh well, after all, she is married to the president of the top corporation in our country. Who
cares about whether she is slacking off? I should be grateful that she even showed up at
work.

Despite thinking that way, she coughed louder than just now. Although she could not bear to
wake Hannah up, Bob’s request sounded urgent, so she had no other choice.

Ahem!

Hearing the loud cough, Hannah groggily opened her eyes and lifted her head to look at the
person standing before her. She slurred, “Who are you?”

Seeing that Hannah was awake, the assistant let out a breath of relief, and she wasted no
time to explain her visit. “Ms. Young, Mr. Dijon is looking for you and wants to see you in his
office.”

“Huh? Mr. Dijon? Who is he?” Hannah muttered in a daze as she struggled to keep her eyes
open.

“Our senior editor? Bob Dijon!”

The assistant panicked. Realizing that Hannah was still not fully awake, she was afraid that
her words would go unheard, especially since Bob’s request was rather urgent.

“Bob Dijon? Are you sure it’s not Dijon mustard?” Hannah ruffled her hair and murmured
under her breath.

She was obviously still half-asleep and looked like she was still figuring out whether she
was dreaming.

It rendered the assistant speechless. I just want to bang her head against the wall now…
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“Huh? Bob Dijon? Our senior editor?”

Suddenly, it clicked in Hannah’s head, and she straightened while staring at her visitor in
shock. She was wide awake now.

“Yes, Mr. Dijon mentioned that he wants to see you urgently,” the assistant repeated. She
finally understands what I’m saying. If she didn’t, I would go crazy.

“Oh…did he mention what it’s regarding?”

Hannah cautiously asked, embarrassed that she was caught sleeping at work by the
assistant of Bob.

If Bob found out, he would dock her pay. When she was still new to the job previously, she
was not aware that people would check on whether she was sleeping at work. To her
dismay, a colleague reported her, and she not only ended up with no pay that month, but she
also had to fork out another five hundred to make up for her mistake.

At that time, she was extremely frustrated and wondered why it was such a big deal that
people had to monitor and report it.

From then on, she never dared to skive off at work. However, today…

Ah, this is all because of Helen. Why did she suggest playing poker? I only took an afternoon
nap because of my lack of sleep.

“I’m not too sure about that either,” the assistant stated honestly.
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